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Be tempted by 100 tasty toasted treats.Keep it simple with a low cost, low effort, and a comforting

snack. Toast has long been a go-to item that dons menus from seedy diners to even the fanciest

bistro.In On Toast, lush photographs accompany 100 ideas for toast. From the simplest snack to the

most complex and satisfying meal. On Toast even includes straight forward instructions for how best

to toast your bread. Use in a sandwich, as a vehicle for condiments, as a side to dip into other

meals, breakfast, lunch or dinner... the possibilities are endless! Let Kristan Raines tempt you with

tasty toasted treats.
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I am a bread addict. I love bread in about any shape or form, so what better than a cookbook

devoted to great new ways to top good bread?! â€œOn Toastâ€• is brimming with delectable ideas

for tartines, crostini and open-faced sandwiches.The book opens with an introduction, Types of

Bread, Pantry and Toasting Techniques before moving into the recipes which are divided into

season beginning with Winter.Now I had never heard of cookie butter until I read this cookbook. It

includes a recipe for Apples and Cookie Butter. It sounds delightful, but I definitely donâ€™t need

new ways to add calories to my diet!Fresh Ricotta and Olive Oil is so good. The recipe calls for spelt

sourdough bread, but donâ€™t let that limit you! Spicy Chorizo and Scrambled Egg on sourdough or

wheat bread makes a nice change for breakfast. Roasted Butternut Squash and Goat Cheeseâ€”oh

my!! That is a lovely morsel just bursting with flavor!Itâ€™s not all savory, though. There are many



treats for the sweet tooth, such as Strawberry and Chocolate Hazelnut Spread (utter bliss!) or

Whipped Lemon Curd and Summer Berries or Raspberries and Chocolate.This is a beautiful

cookbook filled with delightful recipes and gorgeous photos. Brighten up your day with something

â€œOn Toastâ€•!I received a copy of this book from Quarry Books for my honest review. All thoughts

and opinions are my own.

Seriously loving this cookbook - the tartines recipes range from simple to complex, and all I have

tried are really tasty and many have become regular items on my menu.My one complaint, and why

it doesn't get 5 stars for the KINDLE version - there is no place, other than the index, where the

tartine recipes are listed individually - it makes finding those favorites a bit of a pain. Of course, it's

possible to bookmark, but I have SO many bookmarks that sorting through also takes time... a small

complaint, but worth noting I think :),

I am a self-proclaimed toast addict and grew up eating your classic butter & jam, cinnamon, and

cheese toast varieties. Since then, I've graduated into slightly more elevated versions â€“ rarely

does a day go by without a slice of toast smeared with avocado for breakfast â€“ and I've so enjoyed

using Kristan's book, On Toast, to try out new recipes. I love that the book is organized by season,

encouraging the reader to shop for ingredients locally and seasonally. Personally, I can't get enough

of her photography, and I love how the anecdotes for each recipe are filled with passion and

nostalgia. It is the perfect gift for someone who loves to entertain or someone who loves to cook and

create...or someone like me â€“ a novice who is passionate about both.

Absolutely love this book! So much inspiration for having fun in your kitchen. Toast could be boring/

the same every day, OR you could have fun with it! The photos are beautiful and the recipes are

well-written. I highly recommend this as an addition to your cookbook collection- or even a book to

set on your coffee table!
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